Squalenoyl gemcitabine nanomedicine overcomes the low efficacy of gemcitabine therapy in pancreatic cancer.
Development of chemoresistance and rapid inactivation of gemcitabine (Gem), the standard therapy for advanced pancreatic cancer, are responsible of the major therapeutic failures. To overcome the above drawbacks we designed a novel nanomedicine strategy for Gem nanoparticle (NP) formulation based on squalene conjugation. The purpose was to investigate the antitumor efficacy of gemcitabine-squalene (SQ-Gem) NPs on chemoresistant and chemosensitive pancreatic adenocarcinoma models. Cell viability and apoptosis assays showed that SQ-Gem NPs displayed higher antiproliferative and cytotoxic effects, particularly in chemoresistant Panc1 tumor cells. In in vivo studies, compared to native Gem, SQ-Gem NPs decreased significantly the tumor growth, prevented tumor cell invasion, and prolonged the survival time of mice bearing orthotopic pancreatic tumors. These results correlate with a greater reduction of Ki-67 and induction of apoptosis. These findings demonstrate the feasibility of utilizing SQ-Gem NPs to make tumor cells more sensitive to Gem and thus provide an efficient new therapeutic alternative for pancreatic adenocarcinoma. Pancreatic malignancies represent some of the most notoriously treatment resistant cancer varieties. This paper discusses a novel and promising nanotechnology-based treatment approach, currently at the basic science stage.